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Abstract. Magnetic and transport behaviours of R3Ni (R = La, Pr, Gd, Tb, Ho and Er) systems
have been studied between 2 and 300 K. At low temperatures, all the systems except for R= La
exhibit complex magnetic ordering effects. The R= La system exhibits superconductivity. At
high temperatures, the transport behaviour has been explained in the framework of the s–d model
arising from the interaction between the 3d and the 5d electrons of Ni and R, respectively.

1. Introduction

In recent years, the magnetic behaviour [1] of rare earth (R)–transition metal (X)
intermetallic systems has received renewed attention. These systems exhibit complex
magnetic and transport behaviour. The magnetic ordering effects in the R–X systems
(X = Ni and Co) primarily arise due to interaction [2, 3] of the Ruderman–Kittel–Kasuya–
Yosida (RKKY) type amongst the R atoms giving rise to antiferromagnetic (AF) behaviour.
With application of external magnetic fieldH , a ferromagnetic (F) component begins
to appear. AsH is increased progressively, this F phase is fully developed. These
transformations are reflected in steplike increases in the magnetizationM measurements.
Such complex behaviour has also been observed with the variation of temperature. Above
the magnetic ordering temperatures, the s–d scattering process [4] between the X and R
atoms may give rise to spin-fluctuation-like effects. These effects are believed to be more
pronounced for the X= Ni than X= Co systems as the Ni moment is usually very small
(< 0.1 µB). They mainly govern the high-temperature magnetic behaviour and their role
has not been investigated in detail in the X= Ni case. In some of these systems, such
as R3Ni, the magnetic ordering transition temperatures have already been determined [5].
The purpose of the present study of R3Ni (R = La, Pr, Gd, Tb, Ho and Er) systems is to
investigate the finer details of the magnetic processes both below and above these transition
temperatures and correlate them with the transport behaviour.

2. Experimental details

All the alloys were prepared in an arc furnace under flowing argon conditions. The buttons
were flipped and remelted three or four times to ensure homogeneity. These polycrystalline
samples were drawn into cylindrical rods by the cold suction technique. Finally they were
annealed at 500◦C for 1 week. Our x-ray analyses show that almost all the systems
crystallize (table 1) in the orthorhombic structure. They exhibit the usual lanthanide
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contraction. The annealed and quenched La3Ni samples crystallize in the hexagonal and
orthorhombic phases, respectively. The magnetizationM and dc susceptibilityχ studies
were carried out in a SQUID magnetometer (Quantum Devices, USA). The transport
measurements were carried out on the cylindrical rods with approximate dimensions of
25 mm long and about 2 mm in diameter. The standard four-probe method was employed
for resistivity ρ measurements. A dc current of 100 mA was passed through the sample
using a constant-current source (model 6177C, Hewlett Packard, USA) and the voltage
across the sample was measured using a nanovoltmeter (model 181, Keithley Instruments,
USA). The accuracy of theρ measurement is better than 0.01%. For the measurement of
thermopowerS and thermal conductivityλ, AuFe (0.07% Fe) and Cu thermocouple wires
were spot welded at the extremities of the sample rod and the voltages were measured
using nanovoltmeters (model 181, Keithley Instruments, USA) to calculate the temperature
gradient1T . The accuracy of theS andλ measurements is about 5 and 7%, respectively.

Table 1. Crystal parameters for the R3Ni systems.

System Crystal structure a (Å) b (Å) c (Å)

Er3Ni orthorhombic 6.804± 0.001 9.432± 0.003 6.245± 0.001
Ho3Ni orthorhombic 6.852± 0.004 9.549± 0.006 6.288± 0.002
Tb3Ni orthorhombic 6.921± 0.003 9.605± 0.002 6.310± 0.001
Gd3Ni orthorhombic 6.952± 0.003 9.688± 0.005 6.367± 0.001
Pr3Ni orthorhombic 7.182± 0.009 9.786± 0.006 6.479± 0.008
La3Ni (quenched) orthorhombic 7.271± 0.003 10.243± 0.004 6.647± 0.003
La3Ni (annealed) hexagonal 10.182± 0.006 — 6.471± 0.005

3. Magnetic behaviour

3.1. Susceptibility studies

The magnetic ordering effects have been investigated using the dc susceptibilityχ technique.
All the samples were cooled in zero external field. Subsequently, theχ measurements were
carried out in an external field of 1 kOe. The sharp cusp (vertical arrow, figure 1) at the
critical temperatureTN (table 2) for the R= Er, Ho, Gd and Tb systems indicates that the
magnetic ordering is of AF nature. For the R= Ho system, two cusps are exhibited. The
first one occurs atTN = 18 K. The second one (at the lower critical temperatureTR = 9 K)
occurs due to the evolution of another AF structure. Such a change in the magnetic structure
in the ordered phase usually arises from the spin-reorientation effect and has been observed
[6] in systems such as NdCu2. The cusp atTR suggests that the structure belowTR is also of
the AF type. This is also supported by theM data (section 3.2). Another interesting feature
observed (forT < TN ) is the manifestation of thermal hysteresis effects. The hysteresis
behaviour indicates that the two magnetic phases coexist [7] over a finite temperature range
due to superheating and supercooling effects. This is a characteristic feature of a first-order
transition involving latent heat of transformation. For R= Gd, the value ofχ is found to
increase forT < TN . This indicates that the AF ordering is of complex nature and could
coexist with an F component. The value ofTN , for all the systems except R= Ho, is found
to be quite close to the earlier reported [5, 8] values. In the case of Ho, the earlier reported
value ofTN is larger than our value (∼18 K) by about 20 K. The reason for this difference
is not clear.
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Figure 1. χ versusT curves.

Table 2. Various characteristic temperature scales for the R3Ni systems.

TN TR TC Hm M (55 kOe) gJ J

System (K) (K) (K) (kOe) (µB /R) (µB /R)

Er3Ni 9 — — 7 5.8 9.0
Ho3Ni 18 9 — 13 5.4 10.0
Tb3Ni 62 — — 40 4.5 9.0
Gd3Ni 100 — — 19 3.9 7.0
Pr3Ni — — 18 — 0.7 3.2

For the R = Pr system, theχ curve exhibits a sudden increase (figure 1) below
25 K. This indicates the onset of ferromagnetic or ferrimagnetic (F) order. The transition
temperatureTC = 18 K (table 2) is identified with the point of inflection (vertical arrow,
figure 1). At still lower temperatures (T < 10 K), the curve exhibits (figure 1) a broad
maximum instead of a sharp cusp. This transition is therefore not likely to be due to AF
order. Instead it arises due to the usual domain wall movement effects [5, 9] observed in
F systems. ForT < TC , the following two competing effects occur. Firstly, the thermal
disorder in the spin system decreases (with lowering of temperature) and consequentlyχ

increases. Secondly, the movement of the domain walls also slows down, which, on the
other hand, decreasesχ . These two competing processes [5, 9] thus give rise to the observed
maximum in theχ curve.
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The behaviour of the effective magnetic momentµeff associated with the R atoms
in the R3Ni systems is now analysed. In the molecular field approximation we obtain
µ2
eff = 3kBχT/NA, wherekB andNA are the Boltzmann constant and Avogadro number,

respectively. The free ion moment (Hund’s limit) value is given byµ0 = gJ (J (J + 1))1/2,
wheregJ is the Lande factor andJ is the total angular moment. Using the above formula,
the temperature dependence ofµeff is found to exhibit complex behaviour (figure 2). We
find (figure 2) that, in most cases,µeff > µ0 in the paramagnetic regime (T > TN or TC).
The value ofµ2

0 is indicated by the dashed line (figure 2). For R= Er, µeff < µ0 for
T > 150 K, whereas for R= Ho, µeff = µ0 for T > 100 K. We note that for R= La,
µeff 6= 0 even though La does not possess any 4f electrons (henceµ0 = 0). Thus these
departures ofµeff from theµ0 values suggest formation of induced magnetic moment on
the R atom, probably arising due to spin fluctuation (SF) effects from the Ni 3d band. Such
induced moment effects have been attributed [10], in the case of non-magnetic Y3Ni as well
as magnetic Gd3Ni, to the hybridization of the 3d electrons of Ni and 5d electrons of the
R. We also note that crystal field (CF) effects cannot account for the inequalityµeff > µ0

in these systems. If the overall CF splitting is denoted by1, then forT > 1 both the CF
levels will be equally populated and we shall haveµeff = µ0 [11], whereas forT < 1 the
excited CF level will only be partially populated and this would result inµeff < µ0 [11].
Further, on the basis of CF effects,µeff will decrease monotonically [11] with lowering of
temperature. However, on the contrary, our data show that in many cases such a decrease
is not observed and the reverse trend (µeff > µ0) occurs for most of the systems. This also
suggests that the CF effects in these systems are not important and the departure ofµeff
from theµ0 value may arise due to SF contribution from the Ni band affecting the 5d band
of the R atom.

Figure 2. µ2
eff versusT curves.
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For T < TN or TC , µeff shows a change in slope or a maximum (vertical arrow,
figure 2). For R= Gd, the second maximum (figure 2) at the lower temperature could arise
due to the increase inχ as the temperature is gradually lowered belowTN .

3.2. Magnetization studies: field dependent effects

TheM behaviour (forT < TN ) is discussed. TheM curves at 5 K for R = Er, Ho, Gd
and Tb exhibit a linear increase up to a valueHm (vertical arrow, figure 3).Hm (table 2)
is found to vary between 7 and 40 kOe. This linear dependence corresponds to the usual
behaviour [3] observed for a typical AF system. However, forH > Hm, M increases
faster than the initial linear variation. This increase suggests that the system evolves to a
new magnetic structure with more and more spins aligned in the direction of the fieldH .
This process is reminiscent [12] of metamagnetic behaviour as observed in systems such as
ErAg. The increase in theM value can arise either due to gradual flip of spins or due to
abrupt flip of a large number of spins. Both these effects are observed in our systems. For
the R= Er, Ho and Gd systems theM value increases gradually forH > Hm, whereas for
R= Tb theM value exhibits an abrupt increase forH > Hm. Therefore, for the former case
(R= Er, Ho and Gd) the alignment process occurs gradually up to the highest applied field
(H = 55 kOe), whereas for the latter case(R = Tb), even at lower fields (H= 45 kOe),
theM curve shows strong saturation effects. In both the cases, the free ion value (table 2)
for the magnetic atom is not reached at the highest field of 55 kOe.

Figure 3. M versusH curves atT = 5 K.

Of the above four systems which exhibit metamagnetic behaviour, only the R= Tb
system exhibits (figure 4) complex hysteresis behaviour as explained below. For the R= Tb
system, theM curve rises rapidly atHm (vertical arrow, figure 4). TheM curve decreases
linearly asH is decreased belowHm (∼40 kOe), indicated by the vertical arrow (figure 4).
With further decrease ofH value, M exhibits a drop (indicated by the dashed ellipse,
figure 4) aroundH = 4 kOe and a plateau occurs (inset of figure 4) aroundH = −2 kOe.
The corresponding value ofM at this plateau is about 2.3 µB /Tb which is only half the
value (table 2) ofM at H = 55 kOe. Such fine structure in theM curve indicates that
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more than one magnetic ordered state is present. As theH value becomes progressively
negative,M drops further from the plateau value (inset, figure 4) and eventually exhibits
a linear dependence (atH ∼ −5 kOe) indicating that the system has reverted back to the
normal AF order. Finally, theM curve drops again (atH ∼ −Hm) and reaches a saturation
value at−55 kOe. During the reverse cycle (increasing the field from−55 kOe to 55 kOe)
theM curve is completely symmetric with respect to that obtained by decreasingH (from
55 kOe to−55 kOe).

Figure 4. M versusH curves for the R= Tb and Pr systems. The inset shows, in an expanded
scale, the portion of the curve (for R= Tb) indicated by the dashed ellipse.

For the R= Pr system, theM curve exhibits (figure 4) the usual hysteresis behaviour
typical of a ferromagnet. Even for this system the free ion limit is not reached (table 2) at
the highest field of 55 kOe.

We now discuss theM behaviour forT > TN . TheM curves (figure 5) for R= Ho,
Gd and Tb forT > TN exhibit the usual linear behaviour due to paramagnetic effects.
However, for R= Er, a clear decrease from the linear behaviour (even forT > TN ) is
observed (forH > 30 kOe, figure 5). Such a behaviour has been also observed [13] in
other systems such as TmCu and has been attributed to the influence of CF effects. The
presence of short-range magnetic correlation effects aboveTN could also be responsible for
such effects. Neutron studies can be usefully employed to distinguish between these two
possibilities.

4. Superconductivity behaviour

4.1. Susceptibility and resistivity studies

Of all the systems studied, only the R= La system was known [14–16] to exhibit
superconductivity. These recent studies indicated complex superconducting behaviour
depending on atomic disorder present in the alloy as well as the possibility of a novel
pairing mechanism. In view of this, we have carried out detailed transport and magnetic
studies on different heat treated samples. Theχ curves (figure 6) for the quenched and
annealed samples are quite different. All the samples were cooled in zero external field.
Subsequently, theχ measurements were carried out in an external field of 100 Oe.
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Figure 5. M versusH curves forT > TN .

Figure 6. χ versusT curves for the R= La system.

For the quenched samples, the onset of the diamagnetic (negative) signal (figure 6)
occurs below the characteristic temperatureTχ1 = 2.4 K (table 3). For the annealed
sample the diamagnetic signal appears at the higher temperatureTχ2 = 6.1 K. However
this transition is broader compared to that observed atTχ1. For T < Tχ2(= 6.1 K), the
signal continuously increases down to 1.8 K, indicating that a greater portion of the sample
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volume progressively participates in the superconducting behaviour. The manifestation of
two distinct onset temperatures (table 3) is most probably related to the fact that the crystal
structures for these two different heat treated samples are different. The quenched and
annealed samples exhibit orthorhombic and hexagonal structures, respectively, as analysed
from our x-ray data. At the lowest temperature (T = 1.8 K), the magnetization signal for
both the annealed and the quenched samples was found to correspond to about 70% of the
total shielding signal of an ideal superconductor. We note that the diamagnetic signal was
not found to be temperature independent down toT = 1.8 K. This would indicate that the
bulk superconducting transition temperature may have a value less than 1.8 K.

Table 3. Superconducting characteristic temperature scales for the R= La system.

System Tχ1 (K) Tχ2 (K) Tρ1 (K) Tρ2 (K)

La3Ni (quenched) 2.4 — 2.2 —
La3Ni (annealed) — 6.1 — 6.1

The resistivity ρ data also support theχ data. For the quenched samples, theρ
curve drops (figure 7) precipitously and finally becomes zero atTρ1 = 2.2 K. For the
annealed samples, the correspondingρ curve (figure 7) goes to zero atTρ2 = 6.1 K. In
both cases the zero-resistivity characteristic temperaturesTρ1 andTρ2 are close (table 3) to
the superconducting onset temperaturesTχ1 andTχ2, respectively. The vanishing of theρ
value atTρ1 andTρ2 indicates that the onset of superconductivity occurs at two distinctly
different temperatures and the superconducting behaviours are strongly influenced by the
crystal structure of these samples.

Figure 7. ρ versusT curves for the R= La system.

5. Transport studies

5.1. Resistivity behaviour

5.1.1. Low-temperature effects (T 6 TN ). Theρ curves for all the systems exhibit complex
behaviour. For R= Er and Ho, theρ curve exhibits (figure 8) a minimumρmin at Tm1 = 9
and 20 K, followed by a maximumρmax at TM1 = 6 and 12 K, respectively. The value of
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Tm1 is found to be close (tables 2 and 4) to that forTN for both the systems. The increase in
theρ curve (forT < Tm1) could be due to the formation of an energy gap [11] in the density
of states (DOS) near the Fermi energyEF due to AF ordering. Such a gap formation has
been observed [11] in the elemental systems Ho and Dy also. Further, due to the ordering of
the magnetic moments (forT < TN ) the contribution from the spin disorder resistivity term
decreases. Thus the above two competing processes give rise to a broad maximumρmax at
lower temperatures. This broad peak is a characteristic signature for such AF systems and
has been observed for elemental Ho and Dy as well as for our R= Ho system. However for
R= Er, the maximum is quite sharp and therefore the above mechanism may not be valid
in this case. The possibility of spin-reorientation-like effects giving rise to this feature needs
to be further investigated. For R= Ho, apart from the occurrence of this maximum, thermal
hysteresis effects are also observed forT < TM1. This could arise from spin reorientation
effects as discussed earlier (section 3.1). For R= Gd, theρ curve exhibits (figure 8) a
change in slope atT1 = 100 K and then drops monotonically down to 2 K. The value ofT1

is found to be close (tables 2 and 4) toTN . For R= Tb, theρ curve exhibits a minimum
at Tm1 = 100 K followed by a maximum atTM1 = 55 K. The value ofTM1 is found to be
quite close (tables 2 and 4) to that forTN . The R= Pr system exhibits a change in slope
nearT1 = 12 K. This value is much lower (tables 2 and 4) than that ofTC (∼18 K). We
note that the large values ofρ(0) asT → 0 (figure 8) in some of the systems may be due
to microscopic cracks and inhomogeneities present in spite of the samples being subjected
to an annealing treatment.

Table 4. Characteristic temperature scales deduced from theρ andS curves.

ρ data S data

Tm1 TM1 T1 Tm2 TM2

System (K) (K) (K) (K) (K)

Er3Ni 9 6 — — 7
Ho3Ni 20 12 — 18 13
Tb3Ni 100 55 — 55 45
Gd3Ni — — 100 100 90
Pr3Ni — — 12 8 12

5.1.2. High-temperature behaviour (T > TN ). For T > 20 K, the ρ curves except for
R = Tb begin to develop (figure 9) a strong temperature dependence and the value ofρ

increases monotonically. A change of sign in the curvature of theρ curve occurs in this
region (T ∼ 50 K). At still higher temperatures (T > 200 K), all theρ curves (figure 9)
exhibit a pronounced tendency to saturate.

In principle, thisρ behaviour could arise due to SF [17] or CF [18] effects. However,
we have shown earlier (section 3.1) that SF effects are most likely to be present in these
systems. Hence we have analysed theρ behaviour in the framework of SF effects. We also
note that CF effects may not be responsible for theρ behaviour for the following reason.
For the R= La system (with zero 4f occupancy number), the CF effects would be zero,
whereas theρ behaviour of the R= La system is similar (figure 9) to those for the other
R systems having a finite f occupancy number. This implies that theρ behaviour in the
R3Ni systems is not due to CF effects, although other systems such as RIn3 have been
analysed [18] on the basis of CF effects to explain similarρ behaviour.
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Figure 8. ρ versusT curves. The vertical arrows indicate the magnetic ordering temperatures
detected from ourχ studies.

Figure 9. ρ versusT curves. The thickened portion of the curve indicates the temperature
range over which the fitting was carried out. The vertical arrows indicate the magnetic ordering
temperatures detected from ourχ studies.

The ρ contribution arising from the SF effects could be understood as follows. The
interaction of the 5d band (of the R atom) with the 3d band (of the Ni atom) can lead to
a partial depopulation of the 5d band. This may result in formation of a hybridized band
near the Fermi energyEF . As a consequence of this hybridization, additional scattering
states become available and give rise to a strong temperature dependent contribution toρ.
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This scattering process gives rise to an increase ofρ for T > 20 K. If the width of the
hybridized band iskBT0 then the temperature dependence ofρ in this s–d model can be
expressed [17] as

ρ = ρ0+ a0T + b0 exp(−T0/T ) (1)

whereρ0 is the residual resistivity anda0 andb0 are the strengths of the electron–phonon
scattering and s–d scattering contributions, respectively.a0 depends on both the electronic
and the phononic density of states, whereasb0 is proportional only to the electronic density
of statesN . The linear term (= a0T ) is the usual electron–phonon contribution. The
exponential term represents the s–d scattering and could possibly give rise to SF effects as
observed in systems [17] such as Y9Co7. This s–d scattering process is best observed when
the spin disordered contribution is dominant forT > TN . Equation (1) has thus been fitted
to the experimental data (forT > TN ) using the least-squares method withρ0, a0, b0 andT0

chosen as the free parameters. For R= Er, Ho, Pr and La systems, the agreement (figure 9)
of the fitted curve with the experimental data is satisfactory. The rising part (T > 20 K)
of the ρ curve is matched by adjusting the coefficientb0 of the exponential term. We note
that for the above four systems the value ofTN is small (TN < 20 K) and the rising part
of the ρ curve (forT > 20 K) corresponds to the paramagnetic phase and can be suitably
accounted for by the exponential term in (1), whereas for R= Gd and Tb the value of
TN itself is large (∼100 K) and hence the rising part of theρ curve is influenced by the
interactions of the magnetically ordered phase. In such situations the rising part of theρ

curve cannot be estimated using (1). Hence no attempt was made to carry out the fitting
for the R= Gd and Tb systems.

Table 5. Parameters obtained from the fitting procedure.

ρ0 a0 b0 T0 A B

System (µ� cm) (µ� cm K−1) (µ� cm) (K) (×10−2 µV K−2) (µV K−1)

Er3Ni 241 0.15 199 59 3.3 −3.4
Ho3Ni 180 0.07 149 65 1.9 1.8
Tb3Ni — — — — 1.6 −1.2
Gd3Ni — — — — 1.4 0.6
Pr3Ni 62 0.18 124 62 0.4 −0.2
La3Ni(A) 19 0.05 75 55 0.3 −0.2
Y9Co7 [17] 7 0.09 173 104 −1.6 −8.0

It is of interest to note that the value ofT0 (table 5) is found to be nearly the same
(55–65 K) for all the systems irrespective of the f-electron number of the R atom. This
suggests that the interaction of the 5d band electrons (of the R atom) with the conduction
electrons is mainly responsible for the s–d scattering effects. The values ofa0, b0 andT0

are found to be comparable (table 5) to the values reported [17] for a typical SF system such
as Y9Co7. Further, the value ofb0 is found to decrease as the f-electron number is varied
as R changes from R= Er to La. Asb0 is proportional to the DOS, this implies thatN
decreases also in the same sequential manner as R is varied from Er to La. The implication
of this variation ofN is discussed later (section 5.2.2). The value ofρ0 (table 5) has been
obtained by fitting the data for the temperature rangeT > TN . For T < TN , the ρ value
drops sharply (figure 8) andρ(0) is the extrapolated value in the limit ofT → 0. For this
reason, the value ofρ0 is different fromρ(0).
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Figure 10. S versusT curves. The vertical arrows indicate the magnetic ordering temperatures
detected from ourχ studies.

5.2. Thermopower behaviour

5.2.1. Low-temperature features.The thermopowerS is found to show complex behaviour
(figure 10) nearTN and TC . No definite signature at the ordering temperature has been
observed in theS data. For R= Er, a maximum is found to occur (figure 10) atTM2(= 7 K),
just belowTN(= 9 K), whereas for R= Ho, Gd and Tb a minimum is found to occur
(figure 10) atTm2 (table 4), quite close to the value (table 2) of the respectiveTN . For
R = Ho, a thermal hysteresis effect is observed below 8 K (∼TR) similar to the ones
observed in theχ andρ curves. TheS curve for R= Pr exhibits a change in slope atTC .
The extremum features belowTN andTC could arise due to electron–magnon scattering [4]
in the ordered state.

5.2.2. High-temperature features.The S behaviour (figure 11) of these systems for
T > TN(= 10–100 K) is found to be complex. At higher temperatures (T > 200 K),
it is found to vary linearly. This linear behaviour can be fitted (figure 11) by the following
equation:

S = AT + B. (2)

The first term (AT ) denotes the usual Mott term in the free electron approximation and is
proportional to the energy derivative of density of statesN atEF . The second term (B) is a
temperature independent term and its value is given by the intercept (figure 11) on theS axis
of the extrapolated straight line atT = 0 K. Both these terms can arise from the complex
s–d scattering process (see section 5.1.2). The sign ofA is found to be positive (table 5)
for all the systems, whereas the value ofB is found (table 5) to be positive for R= Gd and
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Figure 11. S versusT curves. The vertical arrows indicate the magnetic ordering temperatures
detected from ourχ studies. The horizontal arrow refers to the appropriateS axis for the R= Tb
system.

Figure 12. A schematic diagram of the density of statesN (of the hybridized band) versus
electron energyE. E1

F , E2
F , . . ., EnF are the values of the Fermi energy for Er, Ho,. . ., La,

respectively.

Ho and negative for all other systems. AsA is proportional to−∂N/∂E (atEF ), EF itself
will lie on the right-hand side of the peak (where∂N/∂E < 0) in theN curve (figure 12) of
the hybridized band shown schematically. Further, the fitted value ofA decreases (table 5)
as the R atom is varied from Er to La. This implies that the value of the slope∂N/∂E also
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must decrease. HenceEF will increasingly move from a region of larger to a smaller value
of the slope. Moreover the value ofN (as deduced from theρ behaviour—section 5.1.2)
also decreases with the same sequential variation of the R atom. This implies thatEF will
be located in the region to the right of the inflection point (indicated by the arrow). In this
region the value of the slope decreases after passing through a maximum at the inflection
point.

5.3. Thermal conductivity behaviour

The thermal conductivityλ curves (figure 13) for all the systems (except R= Gd) exhibit
a monotonic variation from 2 to 300 K. No anomaly has been detected in theλ curves near
TN and TC for these systems. For R= Gd only, the curve shows (figure 13) a shallow
minimum nearTN .

Figure 13. λ versusT curves.

The λ behaviour arises [19] due to the combined influence of electronicλe, phononic
λp and magneticλm terms. Therefore the totalλ at a given temperature is given by
λ(T ) = λe(T )+λp(T )+λm(T ). The result of interplay of the above three terms is reflected
(figure 14) in the temperature dependence of the Lorenz numberL = ρ(T )λ(T )/T . In the
free electron picture,L arises only from theλe term and becomes temperature independent.
Its value is given byL0 = 2.45× 10−8 W � K−2. Our λ data reveal thatL is temperature
dependent and therefore the free electron picture is not valid for our systems. The value
of L at 10 K is found (figure 14) to be about five times larger thanL0. For R= Er, Ho
and Pr the value ofL/L0 is found to show (figure 14) a maximum at a temperature close
to TN , whereas for R= Gd and Tb it shows a change in slope nearTN . Hence no definite
signature near the magnetic transition temperature has been observed in theL/L0 curve.
For all the systems,L/L0 shows a rapid decrease (figure 14) as the temperature is increased
beyond 50 K. This occurs due to a decrease [19] inλp as the phonon–phonon anharmonic
interaction increases around this temperature. Only at high temperature (T > 100 K) does
L/L0 become almost temperature independent. Even this high temperature value is found
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Figure 14. L/L0 versus T curves. The vertical arrows indicate the magnetic ordering
temperatures detected from ourχ studies.

to be about twice the free electron valueL0. Such a deviation fromL0 indicates that
contributions fromλp are important and may be comparable toλe.

6. Conclusions

The R3Ni systems are thus found to exhibit complex magnetic order of the AF type for
R = Gd, Tb, Ho and Er and of the F type for R= Pr. For R= Ho, conversion from one
AF type to another AF type occurs possibly due to spin reorientation effects. For R= Pr,
domain wall effects within the F state belowTC are likely to be present. For R= Gd,
Tb, Ho and Er systems, a spin alignment process of metamagnetic type has been observed.
For R= Tb, complex field reversal effects have been observed. Theρ andS behaviours
have been analysed in the framework of the s–d model. The characteristic temperatureT0 is
found to be independent of the R atom. This suggests that these s–d scattering effects arise
from the 5d electrons of the R atoms and the role of f electrons in the transport properties
of these systems is negligible. The position ofEF with variation of R atom has also been
analysed. For the R= La system, superconducting behaviour was found to be sensitive to
its crystal structure.
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